
LOVE, PREHISTORIC STYLE Wolf-creature takes a mate in Memoirs of a Cave-Dweller (1908).

Romancing

by Gregory Beatty
Nicholas Ruddickt The Fire in the

Stone explores prehistoric fiction 
-or stories about cavemen 

- 
from

Darwint time to presenr day. The
Flintstones are mentioned, as are
other PF classics like Jean Auel's The
Clan of the Caae Bear, lWilliam
Goldingt The Inheritors, Rosny's

Quest for Fire, Arthur C. Clarket
2001: A Space Odyssey, and many
more novels and movies.

Sadly, Encino Man did.it make the
cut. But how writers and filmmakers
over the past 150 years have por-
trayed our distant ancestors is a fasci-
nating subject, and one that is rife
with meaning for us today.

I spoke with Ruddick 
- 

a

Universiry of Regina English profes-
sor 

- 
about his new book, which was

released last month.

means of dating them, and no con-
cept of prehistoric humaniry. The
dominant concept was that humans
had been created 6,000 years ago.

There were scientists who suspected

that wasnt right. Once Darwin pub-
lished Oz the Origin of Species in
1859 things coalesced quickly.
Yet at the same time, as your
book shows, our conception of
prehistoric humanity has var-
ied widely from culture to cul-
ture and time to time depend-
ing on what the prevailing zeif-
geisf was.
Very much sg. Paleoanthropology is a

science based on a small body of arti-
facts. There arent that many fossilized
remains. The reason for that is we're
small animals with light skeletal
structures, so there just arent that
many bones dating back millions of
years, or even hundreds ofthousands.
A lot of human remains
would've been consumed by
predators, maybe?
Hyenas would've crunched bones to
pieces. And for most of our evolu-
tionary histdry we were prey rather
'than predators.
I guess it's kind of a comment
on human nature that
inevitably we see other cul-
tures - even prehistoric ones -
through our own eyes.
Many of lour ideas] about prehistoric
humans have been based on extraDo-
lations from how "modern savages"

behaved. There is some evidence that
modern hunter-gatherers lived much

way drey did in Stone Age Europe.
The fact is, until 30,000 years ago
there were t",tro species of humans,
Neanderthals and us [Cro-Magnon].
The really fascinating question is,

what happened to Neanderrhals?
They inhabited western Europe for
150,000 yiars before we showed up.
Yet genetic information suggests rhat
all humans today are related to a
small band that moved out of Africa
100,000 years ago."
It's not just a matter of igno-
rance. There were political
agendas in play, like during the
Francb-Prussian War when
French PF writers linked
Neanderthals with German her-
itago and their country with
Cro-Magnon.
Itt ludicrous, but itt very human.
Neanderthal bones were first found in
whatt now Germany. The first Cro-
Magnon remains were found in
France. The Cro-Magnons looked
like magnificent modern specimens,

world. lrves the aFpeolle have been here for

whereas Neanderthals have big brow
ridges and look more like gorillas. So

the idea was, Germans must have

gorillas in their ancestry whereas the
French jusr had pure humans.
That was in the l9th-century.
But Jean Auel did essentiallY
the same thing from a femir\ist
perspective with lhe Clan of
the Cave Bear [1980].
Shet on record as saying she had no
intention of writing on prehistoric
humans. 'ifhat she wanted to do was

write a book with a female adventure
hero. She read a lot history and
couldnt find anv sociew where such a

hero might've' happened, so she

decided to switch to prehistory
because there was much more latitude
there. What she was teally concerned
with was rigid gender roles. She sug-
gested that
got wiped o
wefe very n
ed knowledge - 

males couldnt learn
female roles, and females couldnt
learn male roles. So they weren't
adaptive in a very changeable ice age

environment like ICro-Magnons]
where women could learn to hunt,
and men cook.
How contentious is this area
now? In the Aboriginal commu-
nity, there's concern about sci-
entists seeklng genetic links
between them and Asians
because that could be used as
a wedge to say Aboriginal Peo-
ple haveh't always inhabited
the New World. So their clalm
to the Aboriginal title might not

probably only 11,000 years, but
thatt still 10,000 years longer than
white Europeans. But the Americas
in general have not been settled very
long in our evolutionary history.
Africa is where we've been far longbr.
And look at how that continent's iun
down by us.

Quite apart from its literary
value, does prehi5toric fiction
have a role to play in educating
readers about prehistory?
Most of the early books were writ-
ten for didactic reasons to teach
kids, especially in France, about the
wonderful discoveries that had
been made in the Dordogne Valley.
Ouest for Fire, the most Famous
*-ork o'f Freich PF, is still used as a

textbook in schools. And I'm hop-
ing this book will be read by peopie
with an interest in science because.
in the early days especially, the sci-
ence and the fiction were so close as

to be indistinguishable. $l

How did the idea for your book
come about?
Much of my academic writing has

been on science-fiction. A few years
ago I was given a Presidentt Scholar
Award based on a book proposal where
I was going to explore che influence of
Darwin on SF. I ve always felt you
couldnt have SF before his ideas were
absorbed into the mainstream. Mv
intention was to do half che book on
fiction of the future, or SF, and the
other half on fiction of the prehistoric
past. \(hen I started on the PF stuffl, I
realized no one had ever really worked
on it before.
Prior to Darwin's time, had
many discoveries of prehistoric
artifacts and fossilized human
remains been made?
Theied been discoveries for years, but
they weren't recognized. There was no


